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MontPIRG student fee
ANN MARY DUSSAULT, Missoula representative, speaks at a 
forum yesterday afternoon at Mammary Park. According to 
Dussault, legislative gains made in Montana the past few  
years for women were “ wiped out”  by this year’ s Legislature. 
See story below. (Staff photo by Kinney.)
opposed by Richardson
By Heidi Bender
Montana Kalinin Reporter
Prospects for using a $2 refun­
dable student fee system to fund 
the Montana Public Interest 
Research group (MontPIRG) on 
campus do not look good.
Commissioner of Higher 
Education John Richardson an­
nounced yesterday afternoon 
that he will not recommend 
approval of the MontPIRG 
Droposal when it goes to the
Board of Regents next Friday.
This quarter, efforts were 
mobilized to establish a group 
emphasizing student research, 
education and lobbying. A refun­
dable student fee on registration 
forms would fund the groups. 
Students who do not wish to use 
their money to support the group 
could receive a refund after the 
third week into the quarter.
More than 3,600 student 
signatures and about 60 faculty 
signatures were gathered in sup-
moutana
k a u n i n
Friday, May 16, 1981 Missoula, Mont. Vol. 83, No. 99
Speakers say capitalism stifles equality
By Hymn Alexander
Montana Kalinin Reporter
Inequality and racism are necessary conditions if capitalism is to 
function and expand, John Photiades, a University of Montana 
economics professor, said yesterday.
State Rep. Ann Mary Dussault, D-Missoula, said the attitudes 
prevalent in the state Legislature “ scared” her. She said women’s 
issues fared very poorly and she attributed that to the strength of 
the “New Right.”
Dussault and Photiades both spoke as part of the forum “The 
Equality Experiment: Progress or Regress? Racism and Sexism 
Today,”  presented yesterday in Mammary Park. Elaine Gilham
Claybom, acting director of the Native American Studies program, 
Ulysses Doss, humanities professor and Ann German, Missoula 
attorney, also spoke at the forum.
Photiades said there will always be under-privileged classes in 
the United States as long as capitalism exists. Capitalism went 
through a necessary growth period during the Industrial Revolu­
tion, he said, but a new economic order is needed because American 
society must now redefine its values and needs. No longer can 
unlimited economic growth be a realistic goal, he stud.
He said President Ronald Reagan’s supply-side economics 
requires savings and investment by the rich in order to prosper. He
Cont. on p. 6
port of MontPIRG, said Jon Motl, 
a member of the MontPIRG 
steering committee. Last Wednes­
day, Central Board voted to 
support MontPIRG.
Motl said that MontPIRG 
hopes to get the formal support of 
the University of Montana Ad­
ministration next week.
Earlier yesterday morning, UM 
President Richard Bowers said 
the administration was now sup­
porting MontPIRG to the extent 
of placing it before the regents.
N ea rly  4,000 stu d en t 
signatures indicates significant 
support among the UM student 
body, he said, adding that as 
president he has to take that into 
account.
However, Richardson said he 
will not recommend approval of 
the proposed funding system 
because of a legal analysis made 
by David Figuli, chief legal 
counsel at the Office of the 
Commissioner of Higher Educa­
tion.
Richardson said the refundable 
student fees, mandatory in the 
sense that they would be a prere­
quisite for enrollment at UM, 
would be state funds, under the 
regents’ authority.
Because MontPIRG would be a 
private student corporation, in­
dependent of UM, regents fee­
gathering authority for that 
which is “ necessary”  and 
“proper” to the university would 
not apply* in this instance, accor­
ding to Richardson.
Cont. on p. 6
Final ASUM budgets to be set Monday
By Susan Toft
Montana Kalinin Reporter
The final budgets for ASUM- 
funded student groups will be 
hammered out Monday by Cen­
tral Board, and if CB passes the 
executive budget recommen­
dations, all but four of the 52 
groups’ budgets will be less than 
they had initially requested.
The e x e cu tiv e  b u d get 
recommendations total about 76 
percent of the total $568,246 
requested. The executive com­
mittee recommendation was 
$446,822. But new figures releas­
ed this week lowered that amount 
to $434,038, so CB must chop an 
additional $30,000 from the total 
budget.
That total amount figure was 
provided by the Controller’s Of­
fice as the projected student 
activity fees that will be paid 
during the 1981-82 school year. A
‘Bob' decision 
to be out today
Oil and gas exploration in 
the Bob M a rsh a ll 
Wilderness will be approved 
or rejected by Tom Coston, 
regional forester, at 10 this 
morning.
Coston will announce 
whether C onsolidated 
Georex Geophysics of 
Denver will be permitted to 
use explosives in the 
wilderness area. The an­
nouncement will be made in 
the West Conference Room 
of the Federal Building, 
Pine and Pattee streets.
special allocations fund of $15,- 
000 is also taken out of this 
amount, as is a $5,000 ASUM 
reserve fund.
The executive recommen­
dations were made by a com­
mittee consisting of ASUM Presi­
dent Steve Spaulding, Vice 
President Eric Johnson, Business 
Manager Carl Burgdorfer, and 
CB budget subcom m ittee 
members Jim Brennan, services; 
Ken Dermer, miscellaneous; Amy 
Pfeifer, fine arts; John Smith, 
sports; Jean-Marie Souvigney, 
sports; Jennifer Fenchak, 
departmental; and Marquette 
McRae-Zook, services.
Those groups whose budget 
recommendations were no less 
than the amount they requested 
are:
• ASUM Legal Services— 
$37,721
• ASUM Day Care—$27,048
• Tutoring Program—$2,000
• Young A rtists String 
Quartet—$400
Seven groups account for about 
76 percent o f  the total 
recommended budget:
• ASUM Programming— 
$65,000
• Montana Kaimin—$65,000
• Leisure Services—$48,000
• ASUM Administration— 
$46,265
• ASUM Accounting—$41,570
• ASUM Legal Services— 
$37,721
• ASUM Day Care—$27,048
Newly-chosen Programming
director Sam Goza said that if 
Program m ing’ s allocation  
remains at the executive 
recommendation of $65,000, there 
will be fewer shows with less 
quality. He added that Program­
ming is facing large losses in
revenue due to President 
Reagan’s budget cuts in areas 
such as work-study and fine arts 
grants.
If the recommendation for the 
Montana Kaimin passes through 
CB unchanged, Business 
Manager Scott Davidson says 
that he still will “have no choice 
but to bump the ad rates up.” He 
said he wants to keep the rates at 
a level that student groups can 
afford.
Leisure Services director Jim 
Ball said that if the executive 
recom m endation for his 
organization holds, equipment 
rental and checkout-could be 
eliminated or changed to a self- 
sustaining system, which
probably would mean increased 
prices. He said there also could be 
a reduction in the hours the 
Recreation Annex is open and in 
the number of teams allowed to 
participate in intramural sports.
The ASUM administrative 
budget, which will start the new 
fiscal year about $17,000 in debt, 
will get 19 percent less money 
than was requested. According to 
B u sin ess  M a n ag er C arl 
Burgdorfer, the deficit will be 
covered by a surplus in the ASUM 
general fund generated by in­
creased enrollment.
Burgdorfer originally had 
planned to return student groups’ 
budgets to zero at the start of the
fiscal year on July 1. Any surplus 
remaining in the accounts would 
have reverted to the general fund 
and any deficit would have been 
absorbed by the general fund.
But Burgdorfer said Tuesday 
that the account balances would 
be carried forward on July 1. Any 
group that has a surplus will start 
out with that much money in 
addition to the ASUM allocation 
and any group with a deficit will 
have to absorb that deficit into 
their allocation.
Johnson said during the 
budgeting that the administative 
budget is “one we can live with” 
in the face of other groups’ budget 
cuts.
IS LIFE ASSAULTING your sensibilities? Take a snooze in the University Center. It helps. 
(Staff photo by Ned Dale.)
opinions
f”  Let FOIA  | 
work for you  |
■§ The Freedom of Information Act—most of us have a 
heard of it, but how many of us know how to use it? »  
jj Although FOIA is regarded generally as a journalist’s jji 
g  tool, it is available to everyone. a
«  In an attempt to acquaint the public with FOIA, g  
g  organizations and governments across the country jjjjj 
held informational lunches, sponsored meetings, com- g 
piled FOIA-use kits and Oregon Gov. Victory Atiyeh jjji 
& proclaimed March 16 as FOIA Day. 
jij: In the House of Representatives, Wisconsin gj
a legislators Henry Reuse and Robert Kastenmeier % 
P introduced House Joint Resolution '83% to establish jiji 
a March 16 as national Freedom of Information Day. As ig 
P of March 16 the resolution had 55 o f the necessary 218 :jf 
a co-sponsors. Representatives from all parts of the ® 
•g United States have signed this resolution; however, no a 
•jj Montanans are among that group. We wonder why. g 
ijj: According to a federal district court, because of the jiji
p FOIA, “ Freedom of information is now the rule and jjjj 
jg secrecy is the exception.”
jij: In 1967, when the Act became law, it began to serve as i;i;
ijij an effective deterrent to increasing use of “ executive $ 
:p privilege,” disallowing government agencies to jg 
4 withhold arbitrarily information from the public. a
P Basically the law is designed to ensure that govern- g 
jj ment records are open for public inspection—to p 
:§ anybody, for any reason—unless those agencies can ijij 
ijii provide specific reasons why they should be closed. And |? 
jij! the exemptions from disclosure, such as defense secrets ijij 
ijij and unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, are ijij 
jij: discretionary, meaning they can be challenged in a jiji 
g variety of ways. ijij
$  Using the FOIA is not difficult, although it may |j: 
jj require some perseverance. The Reporters Committee iji; 
;K for Freedom of the Press has a booklet, entitled “ How to d 
P Use the New 1974 FOI Act.”  The booklet has names, a 
jji addresses and telephone numbers o f federal agencies. »  
;Sj Also helpful are the “ U.S. Government Manual” and jij: 
jij the General Services Administration telephone books. g  
jjjj Requests can be made by phone or mail, and they $ 
jji should include you are requesting information under ji 
iji FOIA. A formal request may be necessary, and in the jij! 
jij most extreme cases, a court decision may be required. §j 
According to “The Revised F.O.I. Law and How to p 
jiji Use It,”  (Archibald, 1977) in the Columbia Journalism ijij 
$ Review, “ If you have a good case it is likely you will S 
iji succeed without going to court. Under an unwritten «  
procedure, government agencies must convince the jij 
»  Justice Department they will win an FOIA argument ?:j 
§ before the Department will take their cases to court.”  »  
jij It is doubtful anyone besides perhaps the Hallmark jjjj: 
8 Card Co. could care about an official Freedom of iji 
Information Day, but the premise behind it is a valid iji 
ijj one. Americans need to learn how to use the available j| 
8 trails through our jungle of federal bureaucracy. Up i;ij 
8 until now big businesses and government agencies are :j§ 
jij: the primary users o f the FOIA. §
s  So if you want to find out if  the CIA has a personal jiji 
dossier on your 1970 anti-war activities, or what that jijij 
g summertime Forest Service boss had to say about your ijij 
jji work or are simply curious who knows what about you, «  
s  give the FOIA a try. You just might learn something, ijj
| I
| Linda Sue Ashton jj
DOu6>l&, pouBiE Toil and TrouBiE--,
Fire Burn and  cauipro n  b o b b in  .
Toxic WASTE a n d  PC B s  
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- Trey leave . thedate, OFF,TOO?
'H I. THERES BEATS HAVING
BEEN A  CHARGE. TO RETURN 
THE GROOMS MONOGRAMMB.T
NAME 6  NOW STUFPlATBt.
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letters
Couldn’t resist
Editor: When asked his reaction 
to the attempted assassination of 
the Pope, Secretary of State 
Alexander Haig was heard to 
reply:
“Well, spiritually speaking, you 
have God, then the pope and then 
me, the secretary of state.”
Richard Gilbert
graduate, environmental studies
Closed sessions
Editor: The May 7 issue of 
Kaimin shows how naive you 
people are about the bargaining 
process. Bargaining sessions are 
pure strategy and tactics all the 
way. Every statement is tentative 
until agreement is reached. No 
individual has authority to bind 
anyone else. When the agreement 
is reached, it is unofficial until 
both sides ratify it. The purpose of
public forum—
bargaining is to bring opposing 
sides into an agreement. 
Publishing each step along the 
way will only prolong and con­
fuse the process.
Awhile ago journalists scream­
ed when the courts wanted access 
to reporters’ notes and sources in 
libel cases. This violates freedom 
of the press, they howled. Notes, 
they argued, are inconclusive, 
tentative scribblings as the 
reporter shifts the evidence. If 
sources can’t remain anonym­
ous, they remain silent. Whether 
or not they are inveterate liars is 
irrelevant — the reporter is to be 
trusted to detect truth. To use a 
reporter’s notes to establish his 
motives smacks counter to the 
fifth amendment.
As a former public school board 
member, I know why both the 
university and the union want 
bargaining sessions closed. Enter 
the press and exit the negotiators 
for a closed strategy pretext
before any one of them dares 
speak. Amen to any chance of the 
sort of dialogue that fosters 
agreement. And the final agree­
ment will wait longer than the 
freezing over of hell — it will wait 
for the thaw.
Donnell Hunter 
graduate, creative writing
j  s
m o n t a n a
kaim in
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energy. There will be an ongoing 
Aber Day Committee to plan for 
next year, anyone that wants to 
join is welcome. To all community 
folks who came to the university 
and helped us clean, plant and do 
booths we give our thanks.
The Outlaws, with Gary Como 
from the Lodge, did a great job of 
putting on their brand of western 
fantastic-history. Other men­
tions should go to reprographics 
and graphics departments who 
gave their good energy. If we 
have left anyone out, I apologize. 
(Thanks to the Advocates for 
their tour.)
New games and hacky-sack 
tournament, the library run folks 
were also good energy people who 
put in good time and their efforts 
were enjoyed by all who came.
Many students caught pieces of 
Aber Day. Some took part in all of 
the day’s activities, some only in 
one part or another, but for those 
who did turn out we appreciate 
you.
Next year we should have all of 
what we had this year plus. It was 
our intention to present various 
elements that we feel should be 
part of Aber Day including 
awards/scholarship. We are 
building toward an Aber Day 
when all folks will want to par­
ticipate, community and univer­
sity.
For us it was a good day and if 
Mother Nature had given us 
sunshine in the morning, then we 
would have been outside on the 
Oval all day. As it was, we were in 
the U.C. Mall and outside, and it 
was a good day. For those of you 
who missed it, see you next year.
Our thanks to all the various 
departments, Paula in schedul­
ing, physical plant, others. It was 
a good effort and we will tradition 
onward (through the fog).
Barry Adams 
Aber Day Committee
Editor: This is a letter of thank 
you to all the folks who helped out 
on Aber Day. Many groups par­
ticipated in Aber Day in many 
different ways. The forestry club, 
physical therapy, botany classes, 
campus recreation classes, etc., 
helped out with the cleanup. 
These folks along with about 15 to 
20 others constituted the bulk of 
the cleanup. Folks who helped 
with litter, folks who planted and 
repaired, etc. ASUM president 
and vice-president Spaulding 
and Johnson came out for the 
cleanup plus showed up at 
other events. The presence of 
members of the Central Board are 
always appreciated at school 
sponsored events.
It’s true that 4 to 50 people do 
not constitute a significant 
number of the students on this 
campus, but those few did a good 
job, and the Aber Day committee 
will continue to work on develop­
ing the spirt of .volunteerism on 
this campus. This will include 
contacting more instructors to 
interest them in making Aber 
Day a stronger environmentally 
conscious day. Cleaning up and 
beautifying this campus, making 
touch with the earth/land here 
should be seen as being in the 
same vein as caring for our 
vanishing wilderness (Save the 
Bob). In future years we hope to 
make this connection clear, with 
the additional suggestion that we 
interest more group activities 
along the beautification line. It is 
easier on persons to do volunteer 
work if they feel that they are part 
of something that other people 
are visibly involved in.
There were a number of 
workshops during the day rang­
ing from rolfing to yoga to French 
intensive gardening and others, 
with good programs. Our thanks 
to those who set up the workshops 
and to those who attended.
Thanks also to those who set up
bpoths, ranging from Bob 
Marshall Alliance, Women’s 
Resource Center, to Student 
Social Work Association (who 
auctioned gourmet lunches). In 
addition to these folks, there were 
the Greeks, whose participation 
this year included helping with 
the Missoula legislator reception 
and supplying free cold pop at the 
dance in the Women’s Gym. The 
Greeks presented an award to 
President Bowers. We feel this 
shows that a broad spectrum of 
our school community can work 
together on some projects. Kyi-Yo 
Club, Midwives Anonymous and 
Theta Chi fraternity were other 
participants during the day.
Aber Day was the beginning of 
our university recycling project 
officially coming onto the cam­
pus. Friends to Youth have 
several boxes in strategic places 
located on campus for students to 
recycle materials. After a year- 
and-a-half of negotiations this is 
indeed something to celebrate.
Speaking of celebration, our 
thanks to those bands and 
musicians who played. Spring 
Thaw and Surfer Ruth both did 
great jobs. Andre Floyd, acting 
emcee Rick Ryan and other 
friends played in the mall. The 
UM Jazz Workshop (festival last 
weekend) did a great job. The 
CPAs were upstairs in the UC 
doing testing and we thank them 
for their forbearance; while we 
played they worked.
Lastly, we’d like to thank all of 
the Aber Day Committee folks 
who gave so much of their time 
and energy to the ‘cause.’ So 
many folks put in long hours that 
'it would hard to note them all but 
a couple like Jim Ball, faculty 
coordinator and Pam and Bill 
Udall, Marquette Zook, John 
Smith, Jim Rohrssen, Susan 
Ashcraft all deserve special good
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Counseling favored by rape victim s
By Diana Pellegrini
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Violence against women is 
increasing, but instead of going 
to the police for help, victims are 
going to rape counseling centers, 
Anna Saulwick, rape education 
counselor at The Women’s Place, 
said yesterday.
Saulwick said last year 50 
women who had been sexually 
assaulted came to The Women’s 
Place for counseling, whereas 
only 16 went to the police for help.
Victims range from emergency 
cases to “walk-ins, which are 
those women who could have 
been assaulted any time within 
the last 10 years,”  she said.
These rape and assault victims
receive long-term counseling, she 
said, and that the center works 
with four to five victims every 
week.
She said that the primary 
function of The Women’s Place is 
“to listen, not just advise, because 
we want the victim to regain her 
powers as a woman.” The first 
step is “ self-acceptance,”  
Saulwick said.
The University of Montana 
Rape and Violence Task Force 
also works with rape and assault 
victims, said Sue Ferrera, the 
group’s co-ordinator.
The most important job that 
faces the task force is monitoring 
security procedures and policies 
_ concerning rape and violence on
the UM campus, Ferrera said.
The task force was created in 
November 1978 after the reported 
rape of a UM woman and is 
funded by ASUM.
Ferrera said the task force 
primarily disseminates informa­
tion on violence problems in 
Missoula. The group refers 
reports of rape and violence to the 
police or to Rape Relief, a 24-hour 
telephone counseling service for 
rape victims sponsored by The 
Women’s Place. Its number is 543- 
7606.
The task force also fs working 
on a seminar on violence entitled 
“Sanity in the Face of a Violent 
World,” which is scheduled to be 
held in the University Center.
Spectacle Francois commence aujourd’hui
By Diana Pellegrini
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Tonight’s performance of 
“L’A.B.C. de notre vie” (The 
ABCs of our life) marks the 10th 
year that Robert Brock, a Univer­
sity o f Montana assistant 
professor of foreign languages, 
has directed the annual French 
plays.
The play will be performed at 
7:15 p.m., and 8:30 p.m., in the 
Masquer Theatre, located in the 
basement of the Fine Arts 
Building. The performances are 
free.
Brock, who has never studied 
directing formally, has been ac­
tively involved in the plays since 
1971. He said he tries to incor­
porate into the plays some of the 
things he learned from watching 
“some of the finest theater in the 
world” while studying in France 
many years ago.
For the past several years, the 
French program has offered a 
drama course that allows 
students to perform in a play. 
This year there are 16 students 
performing in the play.
Brock said there is “an ungodly
amount of work involved in 
putting on the play for the few 
credits that the students get.” The
Mary Miller rehearses for 
“ L’A.B.C. de notre vie”  which 
starts tonight in the Masquer 
Theater. (Photo by Kinney.)
students receive two credit hours 
for participating in the play, 
which they have practiced every 
day since the beginning of the
quarter for about two hours a day, 
Brock added.
This year’s play is by Jean 
Tardieu, a French playwright 
and poet. The play deals with the 
human condition, which, accor­
ding to Tardieu, man has no 
control over.
The play concludes that love is 
the only thing that makes living 
worthwhile, Brock said. “ In the 
language of the play, there is 
nothing more than flowers and 
trees.”
The plays are produced so 
French students have an oppor­
tunity to practice their pronuncia­
tion and intonation, according to 
Brock. The play is also helpful to 
students because many of the 
actors are also education majors 
and, “good teaching is good 
acting, and being in the play 
helps them to get over their stage 
fright,”  Brock said.
Brock said that since the actors 
in the play are not professionals, 
they have had to do a lot of 
improvising. “We’ve had to 
depend a lot on the art of acting,” 
he said.
weekend
FRID AY
Meetings
Aletheia, 7 a.m., UC Room 114 
Accounting Advisory Board, 9 a.m., UC Mon­
tana Room 360
Business Advisory Council, 9 a.m., UC Montana 
Room 360
Presidential Search Committee, 3 p.m., UC 114; 
4 p.m., UC Montana Room 361 
C offeehouse
John Tisdell and Bruce Burk, 8 p.m., UC Lounge 
M iscellaneous
French Theatre, 7:30 p.m., Masquer Theatre 
Business Scholarship banquet, 7 p.m., Gold Oak 
East
Square dance clothes sale, 9 a.m., UC Montana 
Room 360
Square dance festival, 6 p.m., UC Ballroom
SATU RD AY
Film
“ She Done Him Wrong" and “ Reefer Madness," 
8:30 p.m., Copper Commons
M iscellaneous
“Square dance clothes aide, 9 a.m., UC Montana 
Room 360; buffet, 11 a.m., Gold Oak East and West;
Dance festival, 11:16 a.m., UC Ballroom
Square dance dinner, 4:30 p.m., Gold Oak West
Staff Senate annual meeting and social func­
tion, 8 p.m., The Carousel Lounge, 2200 Stephens 
Ave.
Presidential search luncheon, Noon, UC Mon­
tana Room 361
Dance and raffle for Missoula Advocacy, 8 p.m., 
Gym in Women's Center, music by Rapid Transit 
Road Show; raffle tickets $1.60, $2 at door
Mount St. Helens free folk celebration, noon, 
Jacob’s Island Park
SU N DAY
M eeting
Mortar Board, 9 a.m., UC Lounge 
Lecture
“ Christianity and Contemporary Drama," Dean 
Kathryn Martin, 6 p.m., Wesley House, 1327 
Arthur Ave.
M iscellaneous
Gallery reception: Montana Weavers Guild, 7 
p.m., UC Lounge 
M ONDAY 
M eeting
Golf course meeting, 10 a.m., UC Montana Room 
360
Presidential Search Committee, 11 a.m., UC 
Montana Room 361; 2 p.m., UC Montana Room 
360
Central Board meeting, 6 p.m., UC Montana 
Room 361 
M iscellaneous
Wilderness Studies Information Center, 8:30 
p.m., UC Lounge
Flag Girls tryouts, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., Field House 
Arena
Local Color 
In Shelley’s Leg — Sara Vogan
‘To  Everyone from the Eastgate to the Trail’s  End”
Death and the G ood Life—R. Hugo
‘If you want a tough cop, you've com e to the wrong place”
The Last Good Kiss — James Crumly
“For Richard Hugo, grand old detective o f the heart” 
plus
Cutbank ★  Poetry ★  Fine Fiction
Opening DayGardening
Backpacking
Travel
Field Guides 
Climbing
549-2127 FREDDY’S
FEED AND READ
Special 
20% Off 
Fishing Titles 
Saturday 5/15
1221 Helen
Tues. Be Wed.
I st Group of Exhibitors
Announcing. . .
Spring Snacks at Yogifs!
Serving a Complete Menu, including: 
Soft Vanilla and Chocolate Ice Cream 
Soft Frozen Yogurt 
Sundaes and Nut Whiffs 
Cones and Shakes
Close to U.
ASUM
PROGRAMMING 
COFFEEHOUSE 
An Evening of Folk Music with
Corner of 5th & Higgins 721-5975
BRUCE BURK at 7:30 pm 
and
“CATFISH5 
JOHN TISDELL at 9 pm
Friday May 15 
UC Lounge
Free Coffee Free Music
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For more information, or to rent a space, call
543-5353
H ighw ay 10 W est — 1 m ile w est o f th e A irport
BUYING
I will match or 
exceed any legitimate 
advertised buy price 
on coins, sterling, 
scrap gold, etc.
DAVID
HAKES
HOLIDAY VILLAGE 
Next to Skaggs 
Sorry, no phone quotes
GREAT OPPORTUNITY to sell your 
hand-made crafts, garage sale items, etc. 
Share a Space with a Friend!
The
bodycounti 
continues... 1
I 2 T
\ l
[r 1<©»
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A PARAMOUNT PICTU
CopyrlgNOMCMUOC 
Pvxmxml Pktyi Cww
TIm Ii  HinigWi nrm Milt
^TAVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release0 •« MCO l«Mt>
STARTS MONDAY • 4 DAYS ONLY • NIGHTLY A T 8
WILMA I • 131 S. Higgins • 543-7341
Dirty
...Just good clean dirty fun.
<g>|PGI
JACK N IC H O LSO N  
SHELLEY DUVALL
in
Stanley Kubricks
“ T h e  S h i n i n g ”
• Special Show Times • 
7:00 and 9:40 
Tues. through Sat.
ThibThTI
m o n i r
f  549-7Q6S
MISSOULA411 WEST FRONT
From the Fabulous 
Broadway 
S la g *Hit I
HE'S NOT 
ONE OF THE BEST. 
HE IS 
THE BEST!
-C O -H I T —
JAMES RYAN 
is back in
[PGi<SS>
K l  
IBMi
- n i m
THE GREATEST 
FILM MUSICAL 
OF THEM ALLI
ni ns iknb i ai sins wSOTMli nmiis w an sa m  km msp m ispn nuns j» obiji <nnwK (scum ram biv iuhuo saKvur ir irauounwiw
MANN 3 3601 BROOKS ST.
classifieds
lost or found
L O S T : 1 set of keys on brown leather keyring. Lo tt in 
library 5/13. Please contact Linda at 243-5619 if 
found. Thanks' 99-4
L O S T : G R E E N  billfold in or near Dr. Toole's History 
267 —  Monday. May 11th. If found please leave a 
message at the University Theatre at 243-5831.
________________________  96-4
F O U N D : W H O E V E R  found Sally Mauk's checkbook 
please return to U .C . Information Desk or call 243-
4103,_________________________________________ 96-4
L O S T : FE M A LE  O ld  English Sheepdog puppy. 4 
mos. old. Black with white markings on neck, feet 
and fringe of ears. Some gray in face. Wearing 
blue nylon choke chain oollar. REWARD. Call 728-
4828 or 243-5131.____________________________ 98-4
F O U N D : B L U E  lined windbreaker. "Connally Skis" 
patch, at tennis courts; call 728-1789. 96-4
L O S T : 1 Y E L L O W  nylon wallet in the W .C . Saturday, 
May 9th. Just ID's and picturss inside. Please call
721-4700 x 269__________________ .___________97-3
F O U N D : B IK E  key outside the Botany Bldg. 97-3 
L O S T — C a r keys— Perry To d d — to a 7 2  Pont.,
Reward to finder.____________________________ 96-4
F O U N D — Green canvas pack outside Forestry 
Building. Call Kaimln at 6541 and describe to
claim. _________________  96-4
L O S T — Pair of white leather mittens with wool
liners. Call Bob at 728-4359. (Reward)._______96-4
F O U N D — Silver Chevy Malibu. Claim  With keys 
before it is towed. 728-0177. Jim  Knofler (student).
_________________________________________________96-4
L O S T  at Spring Spectacular— O n e  navy blue 
raincoat (Holubur). Please return, I need It to stay
dry! Call 721-1544.  96-4
F O U N D — 1 watch In Adams Field House. Call Boa,
726-4359._____________________________________96-4
L O S T — A  key ring with 4 keys. Between Cam pus 
Drive and LA  Building. Call Linda, 549-6018 or 
leave at computer room. 96-4
L O S T : Brown leather levl wallet In area of Super
Save. REW AR D! Call 543-3602.______________96-4
L O S T — Contact case in 354 Jesse. Call Becky 4006.
_________________________________________________ 96-4
F O U N D — Paradise by the dashboard lights. Contact 
Salba-hub. 96-4
personals__________ ; ■ _______
G O O D  L U C K  at Big Sky. W aylon won't be the same
without you. ,_______________________  99-1
A O P  Rocks for Arthristis! May 15th and 16th.
_________________________________________________ 99-1
A O P  do or die for Arthritis. 99-1
C O U L D  B E  whiskey, might be gin, could be our last, 
so you better stop In. Keg beer Friday, 7:30 p.m. at
Kevin, Chuck and Reed's.___________________ 98-2
S E A R C H  B O A R D  positions available. T o  apply call
Reed at 721-4262.____________________________98-2
M AY 23RD —  Get drunk on the Retta Mary, Flathead 
Lake. Call 728-9722 or 251-4250 for more info.
Post: $13.50._________________________________ 98-2
T H E  D A M N  dog is dead. Whatcha say? 98-2
C R U IS E  O N  Flathead Lake!! Memorial Day 
weekend. May 23rd. For info, call 728-9722 or 251-
4250. Cost: $13.50.___________________________ 98-2
LU P IN E  E N T E R T A IN M E N T  managed the Spring 
Spectacular, producing a major, success. Now 
returning bigger and better than ever with a Heart­
stopping Rock ’n’ Roll Evening. Recording artists, 
Th e  Heartbeats, plus A L L  T H E  BE E R  Y O U  C A N  
DR IN K . Saturday. May 30. Lolo Com m unity 
Center. Advance tickets $5.00, at the door $6.00. 
Tickets go on sale May 15 at U C  Bookstore. 98-2 
H O M E M A D E  S P A G H E T T I . All you can eat only $3. 
Sunday. May 17,4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:30 p .m .- 
8:00 p.m., 1006 Gerald. Sigm a Nu House. 97-3 
T R O U B L E D ?  LO N E L Y ?  For private, completely 
confidential listening, com e to the Student W alk- 
in. Special entrance southeast end of Health 
Service Building. Weekdays 8 a m .-5 p.m. and 8 
p .m .-ll  .30 p.m.; Friday 'til midnight. Saturday 8 
p.m.-m idnight, Sunday 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m. 79-33
help wanted_______________ '
A R E  Y O U  sharp, ambitious? We need key personnel
to expand our wholesale business. Fulltime or 
summer employment available. For appointment
over coffee, call 549-6591.__________________ 97-7
N E E D  H E LP  part-time to clean house and cook 
supper for family. Call 543-5359 between 6 end 7 
p.m ._________________________________________ 97-6
work wanted
S T U D E N T  N E E D S  non-work study position office 
work experience. Please call Shelley after 3 p.m., 
542-0095 97-4
services
SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. C o m - 
plate word processing service. High speed com­
puterized typing. Manuscripts. Resumes, Theses. 
Telephone Dictation and Transcription. All work 
effor free and confidential. Eleanor Klar. (406) 
251-3626. Bill Klar, (406) 251-3904.__________96-1
S T O R A G E  —  FO R  your college needs. Vigilante 
Mini Storage. 4050 H. 10 West. 549-4111, $10.00 
min. and up. 98-13
R A C Q U E T  S T R IN G IN G — Lowest rates, one day 
service, on campus, member U S  Racquet 
Stringers Assoc., 8 years experience. 243-2066.
________________________________________________96-15
RACQUET REPAIR. Let Jim  M cKie give you an 
option to ho-hum  strings. Choose from 15 quality 
strings. Member U S R S A . Call 721-3726 for o n- 
campus pickup. 94-6
RACQU ET STRINGING. Lowest rates, one day 
service. O n  campus. Member U.S. Racquet 
Stringers Assoc. 243-2085. 77-31
typing__________________________
E X P E R T T Y P IN G . Editing Service. Reasonable
rates. 549-2878_______________________________99-1
C O M P E T E N T  T Y P IN G  service —  549-2055. 96-2
T Y P IN G : $.7S/sheet. 549-9741._______________ 96-15
IBM  T Y P IN G . Professional. 728-6393.________ 93-15
E X P E R IE N C E D  T Y P IS T , fast, accurate. 721-5928.
89-23
IBM T Y P IN G , editing, fast, convenient. 543-7010.
__ ________________________________________  82-29
Q U A L IT Y  IBM typing. Reports, resumes, thesis 
specialist/editor. Lynn, 549-8074. 72-36
T H E S IS  T Y P IN G  S E R V IC E  549-7958. 74-37
transportation
R ID E  N E E D E D  T O  B IL L IN G S  and back to Missoula. 
Will share expenses. Leave after May 21, return
after Memorial Day. Call 728-8249. _______99-4
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N  T O  IO W A  or close (Cedar 
Rapids) with woman and 13-year old son moving 
back. Please share driving, "75 Nova." Will work 
out extremely economical deal. Call "Lee" 728- 
4810 (8-5, M on.-Fri. only). Male or female. Leaving 
after June 5th. 99-4
R ID E  O R  rider(s) needed to Casper, W yo. or area. 
Leaving Thursday. May 21, returning Monday,
May 25. Call Mary at 721-4588. __________ 97-3
R ID E  N E E D E D  for m e and m y Husky-Malam ute to 
Connecticut area. Will share expenses and help 
with driving. Leave June 12th —  flexible. Call 243-
4025 or stop by at 522 South Orange._______97-3
I W O U L D  like a one-w ay ride to Berkeley/San 
Francisco —  leaving 18th May or close to that 
date. Can share driving and some expenses. 
Please give Jill a ring at 728-8098. A S AP. 97-3 
O N E  R ID E R  wanted to share expenses. Leaving for 
Denver around 5/15. Call 543-3447. 96-4
N E E D  R ID E  from Billings to Missoula Sunday. May
17th, share gas. Call Julia, 728-1468.________96-4
R ID E  N E E D E D  to Helena or Livingston 5/14 o r 5/15 
returning Sunday. Share costs. Don, 542-2507.
_________________________________________________ 96-4
R ID E  N E E D E D  to Sidney for bar fixture. Cali
_________________________________________________ 96-4
R ID E  N E E D E D  one-w ay to Billings on Thursday, 
May 21. Can leave after 2:00 p.m.— Will share 
driving and gas. Call Deb at 721-5487 after 7:00 
p.m. _______________________________________ 96-4
for sale
Guitar Am p Peavey Backstage 30. 542-2205
_________________________________________________99-2
Y A L E  U N IV E R S ITY  royal blue gow n. Ph D. $75. 
science hood. $40; mortar board. $10 or best offer
for ell. Call 543-4066.________________________ 99-3
1974 M E R C U R Y  M O N T E G O . 87.000 miles, good 
condition, $1,200. Contact To m , 549-9265
_________________________________________________ 99-3
6* High Hydroplane. $150. 251-2746 ___________99-5
PE R S IA N  R E CIP E S. Th irty  unique traditional 
recipes— $3.75/booklet 134 Pinecone Drive.
Lawrence. Kansas 66044.____________________ 99-1
1974 VW  S U P E R  Beetle, excellent condition, new
tires, brakes. 728-4078.______________________ 98-2
T Q S R V  T IC K E T , ext. 2102 or 549-6789. 98-2
motorcycles
7 8  BM R100/7. red w/matching Luftmeister faring. 
Cycle sound, perfect condition. 11,500 miles. 
$3400. 543-8729. 96-5
wanted to rent
8MM M O V IE  camera. Call 243-2097,__________98-2
P R O F E S S O R  A N D  F A M ILY  want to rent furnished 
3-bdrm . or bigger house about Ju ne  17 to Ju ly  17. 
Call 543-7941. 96-4
for rent
C U T E  1-bdrm . sublet. Furnished, $150/mo, 3 blocks
from campus. Call 542-0228.________________ 99-5
3-Bdrm  House directly across from campus. C o m ­
pletely furnished, $375.00. utilities included. 
Available June 15-Sept. 15.1327 Arthur. Call 728-
2537 or 549-5821.____________________________ 99-4
CH EAP !!! T o  sublease 2 bdrm apt. For summer, 
$240/mo., utilities paid, near university. 521 E. 
Front Street, call 728-1387. 99-2
A P T . T O  sublet. 319 University Ave. Garden space. 
Pets okay. Furnished. Available May 23. $190/mo.
721-2773._____________________________________98-2
O N E -B E D R O O M  F U R N IS H E D  deluxe. 525 S. 5th E.. 
no pets, lease required. $225/mo. for one;
$235/mo. for two. 549-7765._________________ 97-4
R O O M Y  2-bedroom apartment, partially furnished. 
$240/mo„ $120 deposit. All utilities included. 
Located at 507 W. Alder. Call 777-3168 collect.
_________________________________________________ 96-4
C O U N T R Y  H O M E  10-mile east of Missoula. No Rent 
in exchange for farm chores. No dogs, 258-6333.
____________________ 94-6
R O O M S : M O N T A G N E  A P T S ., 107 S. 3rd West. 
Manager #36. 10-1 p.m. weekdays. 67-46
roommates needed
LA R G E  U P S TA IR S  room in 3-bdrm . house. $120 
mo. Util. incl. 15 blks. to U., big yard, pets OK . Call
728-4416._____________________________________98-6
F U R N IS H E D  A P A R TM E N T , good location. Free 
power for summer. $85/mo. 543-5297 or 542-2601, 
leave message. 98-6
R O O M M A T E  W A N T E D  to share furnished house for 
summer. M id-June-m id-Sept. Female preferred.
Call Janet. 543-6321._________________________97-3
P R IV A TE  B E D R O O M , shared bath, kitchen, laun­
dry, utilities included. Rent $110. % block from U. 
728-7743. 96-4
to sublet
D A Y L IG H T  B A S E M E N T  apartment. June 9 to mid- 
August. 543-8433.____________________________96-4
hang gliders
C H A N D E L L E  S T D . W T  Range. 160 lbs.-220 lbs. 
G ood beginner’s kite. Includes helmet and 
harness. $250. 543-8729. 98-5
rummage sales
Greet opportunity to tell your handmade crafts, 
garage tele Heme, etc. Share a apace with a friend! 
Domenico's Flea Market, Highw ay 10 West, 1 mile 
west of the airport. 543-5353. 99-1
Spring football 
just about over
The University of Montana 
Grizzlies football team will wind 
down its spring practice season 
tomorrow with the annual Grizz­
ly spring game.
The game gets under way at 3 
p.m. at Domblaser Stadium.
Head Coach Larry Donovan 
watched his team play its final 
spring scrimmage last weekend 
and said that he was pleased by 
what he saw.
“Defensively, I think we are 
approaching the intensity we 
need in the Big Sky,”  he said.
You Asked For It . . .
YO U  G O T  IT!
Enjoy our extended, daily Happy Hours 
From 3-5 p.m., and 9-11 p.m., with
$175 Pitchers
Open daily for lunches, dinners &  snacks. 
GAME ROOM
WE ALSO HAVE LOWENBRAU ON TAP
*  Ask about our 
group discounts on 
pizza for your 
next party!
just across the 
footbridge 
phone 721-1212
Applications for the Following Coordinator Positions With ASUM  
Programming Are Now Being Accepted:
POP C O N C E R TS  C O FFEEH O U S E C O N C E R TS
PERFORMING A R TS LEC TU R ES
AD VER TISIN G FILMS
APPLY T O  UC 104 BY MAY 18,5 P.M.
'A V A V . V . V . V . V . V . V . ' . V ^ T . ' . V . Y . V . V / . V . V . ' . V . V . V . V . V . V . V . V . V . V . '. V . V . Y . Y . V t
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P residential search n earin g end -  COUPON —
By Heidi Bender
Montana Kaimin Reporter
University o f Montana’ s 
search for a president is drawing 
to a close with two more can­
didates visiting the campus in the 
next four days.
Neil Bucklew, provost of Ohio 
University in Athens, will be on 
campus today and Saturday. 
Robert R utford, interim  
chancellor at the University of 
Nebaraska at Lincoln, will hold 
meetings and interviews at UM 
on Sunday and Monday.
The Presidential Search Com­
mittee will submit no less than 
three recommendations to the 
Board of Regents after the 
seventh semifinalist, Edward 
McGuire, vice president of the 
Comcast Corp., Media, Pa., has 
visited UM late next week.
The regents will then choose 
the successor to UM President 
Richard Bowers, who will resign 
his post June 30.
Bucklew held administrative 
posts as vice provost, vice presi­
dent for administration and ac­
ting provost at Central Michigan 
University, Mount Pleasant, 
prior to assuming his position at 
Ohio University. He has been a 
consultant in academic ad­
ministration, and his teaching 
fields have included labor 
economics, public employment 
relations and personnel and in­
dustrial relations. Bucklew has a 
doctorate in industrial relations 
and economics from the Universi­
ty of Wisconsin.
Before Rutford became interim
chancellor at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, he was 
professor of geology, a graduate 
faculty fellow and vice chancellor 
for research and graduate 
studies. As former director of the 
Division of Polar Programs, he 
has headed the conduct of all U.S. 
activities in Antarctica. In addi­
tion, he was a member of the U.S. 
delegation to the 10th Con­
sultative Meeting of the Antarctic 
Treaty Nations. Rutford earned 
his doctorate in geology from the 
University of Minnesota.
Meetings, open to students, 
faculty and staff, are scheduled 
for Bucklew’s visit as follows:
• Today, 9 a.m., academic 
programs, Chemistry-Pharmacy 
202.
• 10 a.m., research, Chemistry- 
Pharmacy 202.
• 3 p.m., student affairs, Un­
iversity Center 114.
• 4 p.m., open discussion, UC 
361.
• Saturday, 9 a.m., university 
administration, Law 180.
• 10 a.m., non-academic
personnel-administration rela­
tions, Law 180.
• Noon, lunch and meeting on 
state, community and alumni 
relations, UC Montana Rooms.
• 2 p .m ., fa c u lty -
administration relations, Main 
Hall 206.
Rutford’s schedule is as 
follows:
• Sunday, 9:30 a.m., universi­
ty administration, Law 180.
• 10:30 a.m., non-academic 
personnel-administration rela-
Mount St. Helens festival 
to feature food, song and dance
By Tim Rogers
Montana Kaimin Reporter 1
Frisbee, badminton, hacky- 
sack, earthball and music are 
some activities that will be taking 
place at the Mount St. Helens 
Memorial get-together Saturday 
at Jacob’s Island Park.
The event, sponsored by Free 
Folk Celebration, could also in­
clude performances by a belly 
dancer, mimes, members of the 
University of Montana drama 
club, a poetry reading and “new 
games,”  according to Kaushal, a 
member of Christ Brotherhood — 
one of the organizations that 
make up Free Folk Celebration.
The event is free, and Kaushal 
said the audience is invited to 
bring along finger cymbals, 
drums, flutes and guitars. They 
are there to be entertained, but 
also to entertain themselves, he 
said.
Music will also be provided by 
B.B. Gunne, West Wind, John 
Tisdell and a bluegrass trio.
The get-together will be from 
noon to 6 p.m. at the park, which 
is north of the Harry Adams Field 
House, at the bottom of the Van
Buren Street footbridge.
Food, drink and other 
materials are being donated by 
local businesses, Kaushal said.
Last year, seven or eight such 
events were held in the park, and 
Kaushal hopes it can become a 
weekly event again this year. A 
large turnout is needed for the 
first community event of the 
year, he added.
The first gathering last year 
was on May 18, the day Mount St. 
Helens erupted. The next was on 
graduation day.
Kaushal and Robert Michael, 
also a member o f Christ 
Brotherhood, were on the “Today 
in Montana” show Monday to 
promote the event.
They explained that their 
reasons for holding the event are:
• to bring a common ex­
perience to Missoulians, as the 
volcano’s eruption and the subse­
quent closure of Missoula did.
• to let people know they can 
haye a good time and release the 
tensions and anxieties built up 
during the week at work without 
resorting to violence, alcohol or 
drugs.
University of Montana 
School of Fine Arts 
Department of Drama/Dance 
A.s.L’.M. 
present
The University Dance Ensemble 
in a Benefit Performance 
for the
iversity Ensemble Scholarship Fund 
May 19, 1981 8 P.M.
University Center Ballroom
(icncral Adm ission Seating 
rickets Available At Door 
sa.txK'.eneral S2.tx> Students/ScniorCitizens
Un
tions, Law 180.
• Noon, lunch and meeting on 
state, community and alumni 
relations, Village Red Lion Motor 
Inn.
• 2 p .m ., fa c u lt y -
administration relations, Main 
Hall 206.
• Monday, 8 a.m., academic 
programs, Chemistry-Pharmacy 
202.
• 9 a.m., research, Chemistry- 
Pharmacy 202.
• 11 a.m., open meeting, UC 
361.
• 2 p.m., student affairs, UC 
360.
50« O ff
Earl’s Family 
Restaurant
608 Woody 721-5864
M o n .-S a t. 7 a .m . to  4 p.m .
GOOD FOR BURGERS 
SANDWICHES AND SPECIALTIES
Limit one coupon per cuetomer
Good Through May 22
Not Good 
for Breakfast 
Specials
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MontPIRG . . .
Coni, from p. 1
However, Figuli said a 
waivable fee systehi would be 
acceptable. In this system, the fee 
would appear on the fee state­
ment, but students could refuse it 
at registration or fee payment 
time.
According to MontPIRG 
organizers, this funding system 
was considered and rejected 
because more changes in the 
university fee billing process 
would be involved than with the
Capitalism. . •
refundable fee system.
Regent Mary Pace said she was 
"totally in favor” of forming a 
MontPIRG, but that the refun­
dable student fee system would 
not make MontPIRG separate 
from the university.
She said she hopes student 
organizers can come up with 
another funding alternative in 
the event the refundable fee 
system is not approved.
Bob Anderson, a junior in 
zoology and economics and a 
member of the MontPIRG steer­
ing committee, said no course of
Cont. from p. 1
scud this will mean tax breaks that favor the rich and serve to widen 
the gap between the privileged and the poor.
Photiades cited a passage from “The Wealth of Nations” by 
Adam Smith, a pioneer of modem economics. The passage said the 
upper class, which is necessary for capitalism’s investment needs, 
must be supported by a much larger class of poor people. Photiades 
said institutional racism and sexism assure capitalism of a source 
of poor people.
Photiades also cited figures that showed that economic gains and 
job opportunities for non-whites and women have regressed since 
the gains made in the 1960s.
He said sexism and racism promote inequity among people and 
stifles significant advances in society by non-whites and women.
People should support third political parties because they are one 
way the dominant political parties can be criticized, and alter­
natives presented, Photiades said.
Dussault said legislative gains women made in Montana in 1975 
were wiped out by this year’s Legislature. It choked off funding for 
the Women’s Bureau, day care and family planning.
The Republican forces were well financed, organized and 
dedicated, according to Dussault. Much of the power in the 
Republican ranks, she said, was controlled by “bright, young men 
who adhere to New Right conservatism.”
Dussault said legislators who support women’s issues were 
caught unprepared for their opponents’ onslaught.
“ It was a good session to go through,”  she said. “ Not a pleasant 
one, but a good one. It shows what happens when you don’t pay 
attention. We’ll be prepared next time.”
Dussault said it is important for groups that support environmen­
tal, labor, minority and women’s issues to form coalitions and unite. 
It is important to recognize the differences within each group, she 
said, but not to let the differences work to undermine the goals.
Claybom said that agreeing on a definition of racism is difficult. 
It means different things to different people.
She said racism against Native Americans takes many forms. 
The school systems, she said, are racist institutions because they 
are the “primary propagator of the dominant white culture.”
Claybom said non-white cultures are rarely taught in schools. 
For example, she said, many history books used in the primary 
grades fail to mention that Native Americans lived on the North 
American continent for thousands of years and had sophisticated 
societies.
“ I am amazed at what little knowledge many people in Missoula 
have about Indians, with a large Indian population and the 
Flathead reservation nearby,”  she said.
Claybom said many people view Native Americans in an 
historical sense, forgetting that they have a thriving society now.
Claybom said there have been positive changes in the last 10 
years. She cited the existence of the UM Native American Studies 
program as an example.
Ulysses Doss, humanities professor, also said that capitalism 
promotes sexism and racism.
“The root of racism and sexism is profit,”  he said. “There is 
tremendous profit in keeping us angry and divided.”
Doss said those in power are working to defeat affirmative action 
programs that assure that a certain number of minorities and 
women have job and educational opportunities.
“They want all the jobs, all the positions and all the rights,”  he 
said.
----------------------------------- s
Dance this weekend to . . .
R O N  A D A M S
COUNTRY WESTERN RECORDING ARTIST
Special
Friday and Saturday Night
Drinks 7 - 9
2! for 1 P.M.
tu e / i R o u s s i
f c g l X l A . t t i l l U f t K  2200 STEPHENS A V E N U E 1 3 E X 2 E E
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action has yet been planned in 
response to the commissioner’s 
recommendation. A MontPIRG 
meeting will be held Monday 
night.
Under the MontPIRG refun­
dable student fee contract, the 
administration would be paid a 
“very small percentage” of the 
student fees for acting as a 
collection agency, he said. In 
addition, Anderson said the un­
iversity contract would explicitly 
exempt the university from any 
liability for MontPIRG actions.
MontPIRG has never been 
opposed to the waivable fee 
system, he said, adding that from 
looking at similar groups in other 
states, the waivable system 
seems to work best after the 
refundable system has been in 
use for two years.
Salvadoran to speak
An official representative of the 
Democratic Revolutionary Front 
in El Salvador will speak in 
Missoula Sunday night at 8 in the 
City Council chambers.
Ramon Cardona, a native El 
Salvadoran, will give his perspec­
tives on the political upheavals in 
El Salvador.
} Weather or Not j
Eddie’s knife whacked into the 
cushion like a guillotine blade, 
and his fingers bleached white at 
the knuckles as they tightened on 
the hilt. His cue clattered on the 
floor.
Les flinched. Dag jumped. Ed­
die’s body convulsed to the floor, 
and he thrashed like an animal 
caught in a beaver trap. His face 
wrenched into a painful squint, 
and he bellowed Granaio’s name 
before lapsing into a permanent 
calm. His hand still clenched the 
knife staked into the cushion, the 
grip beginning to cement with 
rigor mortis.
“Jesus Christ,” said Dag. 
“What happened?”
“When you live a sorry life 
under the cloudy skies of evil, and 
scattered showers of cruelty, and 
your savings account never hits 
higher than $53, and your IQ is a 
low of 33, the end is bound to be 
ugly. And, Dag—”
“Yeah?”
“ I wouldn’t eat those egg rolls if 
I was you.”
A previous effort was made by 
UM students to establish a Mont­
PIRG, a local chapter of the 
national network of public in­
terest research organizations 
started by Ralph Nader,in 1972.
For that group, regents 
authorized a $1 waivable fee. 
However, MontPIRG was dis­
banded in 1973 because of insuf­
ficient funding and personnel to 
carry out its programs.
T.G.I.F. f
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SALOON
First Annual
MAY CLASSIC
Sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon 
and University Golf Course
SATURDAY, MAY 16
9 A.M. SHOTGUN START
Deadline for entry is 5 p.m. Friday, May 15.
Registration accepted at Golf Course—Fee: $7.50
Prizes will be awarded for the first three places in both men’s and women’s 
divisions. Tournament will be scored under the Callaway Handicap System. 
Fee prizes and others to be awarded.
OPEN HOUSE following tournament at Sigma Phi Epsilon House,
333 Univesity Ave. All University students and faculty are welcome.
Prizes D onated By:
C O O R S DISTRIBUTING WESTERN OUTFITTERS
SHIRTW ORKS SMITH’S KNIVE &  STONERY
U OF M GOLF COURSE
A T H E N S
GREEK FOOD 
Where the
Gyros is still
a bargain!
Hrs. Mon.-Sat. 2021 South Awe. W 
9 a.m .-ll p.m. 549-1831
entertainment
‘Superstar’— 
a magnum opus
By David Stevens
Fine Arte Editor
At some time in our life we will 
all be dragged off to see 
something we automatically 
suspect will be bad. For most of 
us, it will be that dreaded moment 
when we trudge off to see our 
children in a high school play. 
Everyone is familiar with the 
scenario: the audience, composed 
entirely of anxious parents, waits 
for that golden moment when 
their children will appear to 
mumble a few lines, and then 
scamper off into the wings of the 
stage. After each scene the 
parents politely applaud and 
then nod at each other approving­
ly-
I experienced that same feeling' 
of dread as I walked over the 
Higgins Street Bridge to the 
Wilma Theatre to view the 
Wednesday night dress rehearsal 
of the Missoula Children’s 
Theatre’s production, “Jesus 
Christ Superstar.”  I was 
somewhat skeptical. “Jesus 
Christ Superstar” was an ex­
tremely ambitious project for a 
community the size of Missoula. 
And I wasn’t sure that Missoula 
could come up with the necessary 
talent to pull it off.
Fortunately those assumptions 
were quickly dashed. I conned my 
way onto the balcony during the 
technical run through. As . I 
watched the cast work out the 
assorted lighting and sound 
problems, I thought to myself, 
well, if they sound as good as they
look, then this should be a really 
hot show. About 30 minutes later 
Lance Boyd, the director of the 
University of Montana Jazz 
Workshop, began to warm up his 
16-piece orchestra and from then 
on I knew I had not wasted my 
time.
The orchestra launched into 
the overture of “Jesus Christ 
Superstar” and Russel Harvey, 
cast as Judas Iscariot, sang the 
opening song “Heaven on their 
Minds.”  I felt that at dress rehear­
sal, Russ Harvey was the best 
male singer, and his version of 
“ Heaven on their Minds”  
definitely grabbed the audience’s 
attention.
During the next number 
Michael Morrison enters as Jesus 
of Nazareth. Morrison physically 
resembles Christ, and he sang 
rather well, although there were a 
few times that he had trouble 
hitting some of the high notes.
To give you an idea of the 
magnitude of the show there are 
close to 130 cast members. There 
are a few scenes when the whole 
cast appears on the stage, a 
somewhat major feat considering 
the small size of the Wilma stage.
The mini-orchestra, under the 
direction of Boyd, did an excellent 
job performing the music. They 
didn’t miss a thing.
Patsy Kimble does an excellent 
job singing the part of Mary 
Magdalene, although she is 
somewhat unconvincing. She 
didn’t come across as a prostitute, 
and consequently the song “I 
Com. on p. 8 Michael M orrison portrays Jesus o f  Nazareth. (Staff photo by Ned Dale.)
Ionesco’s ‘Exit the King’—excellent drama
Annette Trinity
Montana Kalinin Reviewer
“Exit the King” deals with one of the most 
universal concerns of mankind-death. Written by the 
French playwright Eugene Ionesco, considered one of 
the leading authors of theatre of the absurd, the play 
explores the reactions of a king when he is told he is
Dixie Anderson perform s as Queen Marie and 
Charlie Oates as King Berenger in “ Exit the 
Kings.”  (Staff photo by Ned Dale.)
going to die.
Many people feel that because a play is designated 
as theatre of the absurd, it will be filled undoubtedly 
with esoteric meanings and wild abstractions; This is 
not' the cage with “Exit the King.” King Berenger, 
when confronted with the reality of his own death, 
d isp lays concrete hum an em otions and 
rationalizations, and the play becomes a touching 
human drama despite its comic parts.
Throughout the play, the king vocalizes many of 
the, sentiments we all share about our own death— 
disbelief, fear, the wanting to postpone it, and finally, 
realization of and resignation to the inevitable. He 
laments the fact that he had so little time and is 
selfish enough to crave immortality. He rediscovers 
the value of things in life that normally escape our 
notice, such as morning’s pale light and the vivid 
colorfulness of vegetables.
In the creation o f  the roles o f  the qUeens, 
Marguerite and Marie, Ionesco presents two vastly 
different philpsophies of both life and death. Between 
them we see the struggle between emotion and 
reason, rationality and romanticism.
Queen Marguerite, the older and more poised of the 
two, feels one should always think about death and be 
prepared for its coming. She and the doctor scoff at 
the king for living from one day to the next, instead of 
devoting just “ five minutes every day” to the thought 
of death. In her opinion the king has been too much 
alive.
Queen Marie, however, feels that the king can 
escape death through sheer assertion of will. She lives 
for the moment, and encourages the king to “ dive into 
an endless maze of wonder and suprise.” By doing so 
he will live forever. She never gives up and supports 
him throughout the play with her idealism. Her 
dismay, though, is great when she finally realizes 
that not even her fiery love for him can release him 
from the grasp of death.
The actors in this play are extremely com pe­
tent. Charlie Oates as King Berenger is marvelous. 
He is able to experience and convincingly depict a 
broad range of emotions. He has an excellent 
command of the stage and establishs a close rapport
with the audience. He creates one of the nicest 
moments of the show by visibly aging in his 
wheelchair while resignedly spooning Jell-o and 
drinking milk.
Jane Paul as Queen Marguerite is cold, dry and 
always in command. She, too, proves her versatility 
by displaying a completely different side of 
Marguerite at the end of the play.
Dixie Anderson captures the essence of Queen 
Marie, although her hurried delivery detracts from 
the intensity of her role. At times she is difficult to 
believe.
Tom Gebbie as “Doctor to the King, Gentleman 
Court Surgeon, Bacteriologist, Executioner and 
Astrologist”  is everything one could expect from such 
a conglomerate of occupations.
Julie Moore as the maid Juliette is warm and quite 
humorous, as is the antique guard played by Bruce 
Glessing.
At times, though, the staging seems weak. In 
several instances the actors look as if they have been 
placed in a particular spot and moved from point to 
point without any real motivation. The stage appears 
to chaotic at times, and it is difficult to see everything 
that is happening. Other aspects of the blocking are 
also unclear. Director Rolland Meinholtz employs 
Christ,-like imagery without clarifying its purpose. 
The majority of the time, though, he has the actors 
near the audience, which serves to involve the actors 
more with it and vice versa.
Bill Raoul is a master at designing and building 
convincing sets. The set of “Exit the King” is one of 
the most memorable parts of the show. It perfectly 
illustrates the “wreck and ruin” of the kingdom.
The fighting is also well-designed, except for a few 
instance where the king is not illuminated enough 
during some of his final, more poignant speeches.
In w riting a play about death, Ionesco 
emphasized the value and meaning of human fife. As 
each person dies, so does a portion of the universe of 
which we are all a part. “Exit the King” plays tonight 
and Saturday at 8 p.m. on the Great Western Stage in 
Main Hall. Tickets are $4 for the public and $3 for 
students. For reservations call, 243-4581.
WORRY-FREE HAIR!
Spring time means softball, tennis, frisbee, jogging 
. . . there’s no time to worry about your hair! Come 
see us — well give you an easy-care perm or style- 
cut, so you can go all day and still look great!
(^B ig  Sky College 
of
Barber Styling
600 Kensington
WE
DELIVER
The Best Pizzas in Town!
TRY OUR NEW WHOLE WHEAT CRUST
Hursh’s Steak & Pizza
1106 W. Broadway — 543-7312 or 549-9417
m7 U n iv e rs ity  o/ M onta na  CS ch o ol o f  F in e  A rts  ^
D epartm ent o f D ra m a /D a n c e  
A.S.U.M . 
p re s e n ts
O'
rp-
EXIT THE KING
b y  E u g e n e  Ionesco
May 6-9 and 13-16 
Great Western Stage 
Curtain at 8:00 PM
Call 243-4581 for Reservations
reviews-----------------------
‘Gate ’ . . .  m illion  dollar boon doggle
By BRIAN AULT
Montana Kalinin Reviewer
HEAVEN’S GATE. Directed
and written by Michael
Cimino.
Commercial films with sizable 
budgets often deliver scenes that 
dazzle the eye with visual splen­
dor. It is apparently more difficult 
to create a good story line and to 
maintain it without falling into 
the pitfalls that many contem­
porary films run into.
Michael Cimino’s “ Heaven’s 
Gate”  is no exception. Though his 
story line manages to be guilty of 
cliche sequences quite infrequent­
ly, he is able to ruin plot credibili­
ty by them.
“ Heaven’s Gate,”  however, is 
an ambitious film often poignant 
and admirable for its many well- 
executed scenes. Unfortunately, 
Cimino compromises on crucial 
points and when the credits roll 
by at the end of the film, the film 
becomes memorable due to the 
magnitude of its colossal failure 
to achieve a powerful resolution. 
The excellence of many earlier 
scenes does not carry to the 
concluding moments of the film.
Originally, “ Heaven’s Gate” 
was released late last year as an 
epic that ran about 225 minutes. 
It was poorly received by critics 
and considered a failure of such 
proportions that it was un­
marketable. The newly released 
version is a compromise by direc­
tor Cimino in an attempt to turn 
the tide of critical condemnation 
and to make his product more 
suitable for public consumption. 
The new, heavily edited version of 
the film runs slightly under two- 
and-a-half hours. Making it 
shorter does not Salvage it.
Cimino has created a tale of the 
Old West based on the Johnson 
County cattle wars in Wyoming 
in 1890. It is a story of im­
migrants struggling for survival 
in their poverty-stricken con­
ditions. They must steal cattle to 
escape starvation. Consequently, 
an organized cattlemen’s associa­
tion declares war on these people 
and undertakes a massive killing 
campaign. This scenario is in­
terwoven with fierce romance 
and ultimate destruction.
The acting'is excellent, which 
serves only to heighten the dis­
may at the final result. Strong 
performances are given respec­
tively by Kris Kristofferson, 
Christopher Walken, John Hurt, 
Sam Waterston and Isabelle 
Huppert.
Initially, the film had great 
potential, but Cimino was not up 
for the occasion. Throughout 
most of the tale he managed to 
avoid gimmicks and was able to 
build effective dramatic action
Superstar . .
Cont. from p. 7
Don’t Know How to Love Him” 
doesn’t have the impact it should 
have.
Two high points of the show are 
when Christ is taken to Herod for 
questioning, and when Judas has 
died and gone to heaven. Geoffrey 
Fontaine plays a hilarious Herod. 
He is decked out in sunglasses, 
gold boxer shorts and a leopard 
skin. The chorus runs through a 
campy version of “So this is the
upon an interesting story. But as 
the movie approached its conclu­
sion, Cimino decided to go 
against the grain of all prior 
action and abruptly changed the 
context by being decisively trite.
He kills off the principal 
heroine (played by Isabelle 
Huppert) in true anti-climatic 
fashion via a flashback scene 
that is awkward and em­
barrassing. Cimino is able to 
destroy the credibility of the film 
in a matter of seconds. This is a 
major feat, though an unsettling 
one. Cimino’s epic ends on the 
sourest possible note as this 
flashback sequence becomes the 
foundational basis for the entire 
film.
. “ Heaven’s Gate,”  which ab­
sorbed several million dollars in 
production costs, is only a cinema 
of cheap quality.
Christ.” Harvey returns as the 
ghost-like Judas, after Judas’ 
suicide, and with the chorus, 
performs the final version of 
“Jesus Christ Superstar.” 
Without a doubt the Missoula 
Children’s Theatre deserves 
credit for producing a show of this 
scale and caliber. Let us hope 
they will be able to bring more 
productions like “Jesus Christ 
Superstar” to the Missoula-area 
in the future.
JESUS CHRIST  
SUPERSTAR
Live On Stage —  Wilma Theatre 
May 14, 15, 16 & 17 —  8:00 p.m. 
May 16 & 17 —  2:00 p.m.
Evenings: All seats reserved: $6.00 & $4.50 
Matinees: Open seating:
Adults $4.50 — Students $3.50
Tickets available U C  Bookstore May 11-14 
or call:
728-1911
This Advertisement Donated 
by
Rainier Brewing Company
SA T.-SU N . BARGAIN M ATINEE A T  2:30 ON LY
R (“Birds Of A  Feather IF )
United Artists
WILMA II
The Jewel Box
131 South Higgins 
543-7341
7:00 P.M. & 9:20 P.M. e Sun. 
Bargain Mat. at 2:00 Only
James Caan •  Tuesday Weld 
Robert Prosky •  Willie Nelson 
MUSIC BY TANGERINE DREAM
ROXY
718 S. Higgins •  543-7341
SUPER
SAVINGS!
Our Regular 
Hamburger
O N LY
59.
5-15 TO  5-23
DairyGoRound
3101 South Russell 
728-3525
Next to 8-Ball Billiards
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. . .  quality writing‘Gilt Edge’
By Scott Davidson
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
Gilt Edge, New Series, began in 
1975 simply as Gilt Edge, a 
literary and arts magazine for 
women. With partial funding 
from ASUM, Gilt Edge published 
three issues, one each spring until 
the campus monetary squeeze of 
1977 caused student funding to be 
withdrawn. Publication ceased.
The editors stepped back to re­
group.
Two years later, Gilt Edge, New 
Series, Inc. was formed; a non­
profit tax-exempt educational 
organization with funding from 
the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the Coordinating Council of 
Literary Magazines, the Univer­
sity of Montana Foundation and 
private contributions.
Incorporation brought about 
changes in editorial and submis­
sion policies. Gender was no 
longer a criterion for sub­
missions. An editorial board was 
established to replace the collec­
tive editorial o f the early issues.
Besides providing a stable, 
creative base for the magazine, 
the editorial board of Madeline 
DeFrees, CarolAnn Russell and 
Elizabeth Weber also served to 
illustrate just how far the Mis­
soula writing community had 
come.
DeFrees is a former UM 
professor of creative writing, 3nd 
the current director of creative 
writing at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst. She 
is also the recipient of a 
Guggenheim Fellowship for 1981- 
82.
Weber received her master’s 
degree of fine arts in English 
from UM in 1977, and was award­
ed the Academy of American 
Poets Prize the same year.
Russell, former co-editor of 
CutBank, received a master’s 
degree in English in 1975, and a 
master’s of fine arts in English in 
1979, both from UM. She was a 
member of the original Gilt Edge 
collective and co-edited the third 
original issue. She was the 
recipient of an Academy of 
American Poets Prize in 1978.
Sara Vogan, assistant fiction 
editor, has a novel, In Shelley’s 
Leg, due out soon from Harper 
and Row Publishers. Candace
T h e  L I L Y
RESTAURANT  
515 S. HIGGINS — UPSTAIRS 
FR ID A Y -S A TU R D A Y
Shrimp and 
Mushroom 
Saute Polonaise
Tornedos Saute 
aux Champignon
(Filet Steaks with 
Mushroom and Madiera 
Sauce)
Supreme de Volatile 
aux Champignons 
(Sauteed Chicken Breasts 
in a White Wine Tomato 
Fondue and Taragon 
Sauce)
542-0002
Black, assistant poetry editor, is 
completing her master’s of fine 
arts in English this spring.
The current issue of Gilt Edge, 
New Series opens with an off-beat 
story, titled “ Fly-By-Night Wed­
dings,” by Mary Overton. The 
story concerns the daughter of a 
welfare cheat who becomes 
engaged to a responsible, middle- 
class American taking classes in 
“ the power of self.”  In their 
search for the perfect wedding 
dress they run into Madame 
Vrishna, an eccentric gypsy 
merchant who runs her clothing 
boutique like a roulette table. She 
is last seen hollering from the roof 
o f her shop, shredding the perfect 
wedding dress into a stiff breeze. 
She claims to have been married 
in the perfect dress 17 times. So 
much for the argument that 
literary magazines don’t have a 
sense of humor. ,
Following “Fly-By-Night Wed­
dings,” and a story by Charles 
Entrekin titled “Ornaments and 
Art Forms,”  there are a series of 
visual intrigues by Jo Haines 
called “monoprints.”  At first, the 
prints seem to be nothing more 
than interesting studies in tex­
ture, deliberately abstract, like 
the first glimpse of a Rorschach. 
Then individual shapes and faces 
begin to emerge. Significance 
doesn’t seem so far-fetched. This 
is great detective work if you’ve 
got the time.
Thirty-four poems follow the 
monoprints, beginning with
three excellent ones by former 
CutBank Editor Robert Wrigley. 
Particularly striking is the poem, 
“ Running in Your Sleep,”  
dedicated to his mother:
And Lovers 
will lose their easy motions 
when they pass mirrors, when 
they see in regrettable lights 
the long, long ways they’ve 
com e. . .
Wrigley’s honesty and compas­
sion are so evident in this poem 
that it easily avoids the pitfalls of 
its sentimental theme.,
Michelle Gillett’s poem, 
“Sadness Like a Glove,”  ad­
dresses a sense of loss that is 
strikingly similar to that of 
Robert Wrigley:
I f only her breath would touch 
your ear
you could stop listening
and your hands would not be 
sorry
as they are now. Your fingers 
seamed
Like quilfs conceal a darkness 
safe
for sleep or briefer longings.
As in Wrigley’s “Running in 
Your Sleep,”  Gillet talks about a 
person and a time irretrievably 
lost to the past. There is also 
evidence in both of a curious 
strength in the face of loss, and 
feeling that the act of writing the 
poem can somehow redeem the 
experience.
William Stafford nails the 
problem down in his poem, 
“Notes for the Refrigerator 
Door.”
Most things aren’t finished, 
and most things
haven’t found their right begin­
ning. Beyond
poetry there is a prose o f the 
way things happen.
Poetry is one way of pursuing 
that “right beginning,” a way to 
document the curious turns our 
lives take.
This year’s issue of the Gilt 
Edge, New Series closes with 
three essays on the elusiveness of 
creative expression. Julie Codell 
brings insight and clarity to the 
often muddled discussion of the 
visual arts in her essay, 
“Women’s Art and Art History: 
Challenging the Great Tradi­
tion.”
Jane Blue discusses the latest 
collection of poems by feminist 
Sandra M. Gilbert. David Wojahn 
reviews Descending Figure, by 
Louise Gluck.
Gilt Edge, New Series is il­
lustrative of the quality possible 
from small press magazines. It is 
also testimony to the quality of 
w riting a va ilab le  in our 
backyard. Most encouraging is 
the commitment shown to the 
craft of writing and the impor­
tance of the individual voice. 
With this kind of care, our 
language, and all that it is 
capable of expressing, has a 
chance.
A S U M  Programming Films Presents
SHE DONE HIM WRONG
Starring MAE W ES T and CAR Y G R A N T  
PLUS
REEFER MADNESS
Saturday May 16 8:30 P.M. FREE
Copper Commons
' So much for the argument that 
literary magazines don’t have a sense 
of humour.
Poetry is one way o f pursuing that 
etright beginning.”
FRIDAY AN D S A TU R D A Y  ONLY!
TH E
INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
WOMAN
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
STEVE MARTIN, LILYTOMLIN
CHARLES
GRODIN
PLUS!!!
IftejER K
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 5
GO WEST! D.l. « Hwy • 10W. • “Jerk” Shows First
Tonight and Saturday
PARADISE VALLEY BAND
FREE SANDWICHES 
Friday and Saturday Night
145 W. Front________________ Beneath the Acapulco
NEW ALBUMS 
DIRT CHEAP
ALL $7.98 
LISTS ARE
*5.99
Special Selection of:
USED 8-TRACK TAPES ......... 5/n.OO
USED ALBUMS ......................10/H.00
THE MEMORY BANKE
_______ 140 E. Broadway_________ 723-5780
Strawberries—u.s. no. 1 .. 590 Lb.
$5.85 A Fjat
California Corn—u.s. no. 1 . . . . .  4 Ears* 1
Large Size Black Hoss *
Avocados—u.s. no. 1 ......................4 tor I u
Cantaloupe—u.s. no. 1 ................. Each 490
NEW ARRIVALS
Peaches —  U.S. No. 1 .................. 99C lb.
Buriat Cherries —  U.s. No. 1 . .. 990 lb. 
Blood Oranges —  U.S. No. 1 . .. .490 lb.
Direct from California
3 limes a week 
From Washington
4 times a week
NEW LOCATION 
1600 NORTH AVE. W. 
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